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Every town has its secrets. Secrets that hold it, and the people who live there, together.When Liv

Daniels moves to Wolfville, Maine with her father, she discovers the small town has more than its

fair share.But the quaint, coastal townsfolk aren't the only ones with secrets.Liv has one too.Hers is

buried deep inside of her, where even she doesn't know it exists.But someone does, and he's not

going to give up until he breaks it free from her.But how do you free someone from a secret they

don't know they have?What do you do when the person you're supposed to destroy becomes the

one thing you can't live without?Don't miss this suspenseful standalone YA romance!
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This book is amazing, my love for Tara Brown continues to grow with each publication of hers I

read. I was looking for something different and this was just the paranormal Young Adult fix I

needed. From falling in love with complex characters to dramatic, unexpected plot twists, this book



had me enchanted from page 1. The story starts off with city girl Liv being uprooted from her life and

moved to the middle of no-where with her step-mom and dad. We also have a 2000+ year old

curse, bad blood, and deceit from those we least expected.There are werewolves, vampires, and

witches in this town, it is protected and a safe area from the hunters. I don't want to give away the

plot but this story is all about being saved by true love and being set free by true love. The cover

says if you like Twilight you will like this story, or something of that nature but this is so much more

than that. Liv is a strong heroine, she isn't weak like Bella. Briton is amazing and caring and

protective. Its the kind of story you don't want to end but you don't want it to drag out because the

characters don't deserve to deal with any more drama. With that I am going to stop because I am

getting all emotionally attached to fictional beings.

When I first started reading this book I wasn't sure how I was going to feel reading it one reviewer

compared to Twilght. Omg so much better. There was so many secrets and twists and turns. You

couldn't help falling in love with the main characters they were well developed. Their story had you

screaming throughout the story. There were many aspects of this story and the added other

paranormal species made this extra special. Although the author should a teaser with her idea of

Briton I totally disagree on that. Just kidding this was a fabulous book that keeps you guessing

through each and every secret. I highly recommend this book to everyone that loves paranormal,

romance ,and suspense. I will definitely follow author Tara Brown in future books.

I had read that if you liked Twilight then you would like this one too. IMO, Sunder was much more

than that series. I know it's only a 1 book stand-alone book and all, but the story was written

beautifully, with strong characters, several other smaller storylines weaved in and out, but I never

once got swayed or lost because of them.Briton and Liv were a beautiful couple with a lot of crap

stacked against them, but they didn't let it sway their love. Not really going to say anymore than that,

because if I do, I will become one of these reviewers I really don't like because they give everything

away, leaving me sitting here thinking I didn't need to read the book now. LOLI give Sunder 5 stars

and more if I could. Beautifully written, beautifully told in the eyes of the character in the moment,

and wish I could have a 2 2nd part, just to see how and where they go from here.WONDERFUL

BOOK TARA BROWN !!!!

It's been awhile since I have read a paranormal romance. This was a wonderful reintroduction into a

great genre. There are vampires, werewolves, witches, prophecies, secrets and hunters.Liv's dad



has just remarried and moved them to Wolfsville, Maine, for her senior year of high school. Her new

step mother is from there and helped her dad find a great job. On the night of the town festival, her

breath is taken away when he walks in. Liv is drawn to him and can't seem to take her eyes off

him.Briton has returned to Wolfsville after over a hundred and fifty years. When he was last here,

his family was slaughtered and burned by the hunters and he was saved by Miles who has been

with since. As Briton enters the dance hall of the town's festival, he sees her and can't move. His

dead heart beats and he knows she's the one.Liv and Briton don't realize at first who they are to

each other. They only know they feel complete when they are together. His red and her blue eyes

mean they don't have much time, but just maybe their story can be different. This book is full of

many secrets that are gradually uncovered. Even the past is not what it seems nor are some of the

people in their lives. With the help of the town's protector and witch, Briton and Liv fight time and try

to make things right for their families. I can't say much more without giving away major spoilers and

you'll want to peel this story back as you read and experience each surprise as it comes. You'll

enjoy many of the secondary characters and be shocked by others."Never was there a kiss destined

to such an end." You will fall head over heels in love with Briton and Liv. He is honorable and sexy

and such a wonderful character. The love he has for Liv is timeless, literally. Liv is snarky and brave

and a great contrast to Briton. Her love for him is just as deep as his. You'll be glad you went on this

adventure and finish with a smile on your face.

I'm not big on doing reviews so I reserve them for either the ones I wouldn't want anyone to waste

their time on or ones that blow me away. This was definitely the latter! It's also very rare that I have

any desire to reread a book, but with this one, I already do. It was written so well that I could actually

visualize the whole story in movie format in my head. Honestly I think this is one of those books that

would make a GREAT movie. There were plenty of details and background, but it was all pertinent

to getting you involved. Versus where some books go into so much detail you lose interest and

nothing is left for your imagination to take over. It's also unpredictable, which I like. I despise books

where I already know how it's all going to turn out or "who done it" by mid-way through the book. It

makes you feel like your outside the story, when I want to be immersed in the story. Reading is part

imagination, so I want to be along for the ride and lose myself in the story. With this book there were

many times where I thought,"I totally didn't see that coming". She gave just enough hints to intrigue

you, but waiting until the main character figured it out before everything fell together. So it totally

made you feel like you were in sync with the characters. I am a big fan of Tara Brown's books, but

this one has definitely taken over as my favorite.
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